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Carisha is one of the most wanted models on the internet. She possesses a certain soft, ethereal

angelic beauty that captivates the imagination, and with her long wavy blond hair and radiant smile,

a sweet, uplifting innocence. Against the natural green background, enjoy her creamy complexion,

the drape of her hair, her slim waist, petite behind, and shapely legs. Carisha's mood varies from

picture to picture. She is the pure personification of natural beauty, radiating happiness and the joy

of being in the right place at the right time. Carisha is in a class of her own, beautiful beyond words.

This book is a sensual, exclusive collection of more than 130 images of this incredible vision of

feminine loveliness.
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Stefan Soell is also the author of Alpengluhn and Volcanic Girls.

Carisha has been my favorite model now for several years gazing at her beauty on artful website. If

you're looking for porn, this is not the book. Soell captures her beauty in a variety of different ways

and moods. She is one of the most beautiful girls I've ever seen - her body imaculate. I particuarly

love the outdoor scenes. Large, full color photographs fill page after page. This book will remain in

my collection for many years to come.

Stefan Soell is one of the most amazing photographers ever. He has an almost magical knack for

capturing his subject's personality on film. Every image is stunningly beautiful.



This book is of complete beauty. Stefan Soell takes some of the most beautiful images of woman in

beautiful locations. This book is filled with photos of only Carisha. And it has stunning imagery.

Gorgeous

Package was already delievered, reflect this on my orders.

This book has beautiful and classy photos of the model Carisha who is stunning in her own right.

The various poses and back scenes only add to the pleasure of viewing this book.

Book is great. Will make a great gift. Thank you

Really, she's gorgeous. She always manages an authentic smile, and she always has that

twenty-something, blonde, curvy and top-heavy thing going for her. Lovely in or out of any costume,

her physical person offers a few elements of adornment that not everyone is born with.But, I hoped

for something a bit more thanÃ‚Â Hegre'sÃ‚Â kind of prettiness. I look for drama, sculptural

elements, passion, allure, couture concept - well, lots of things that can elevate figure photo beyond

"Ooh - pretty girl!" I have no problems with pretty girls, never did, never will. I've seen so many

artists do so much more, though, that I want more depth in figure photo than "Ooh, pretty."As much

as I love Carisha's womanly person and undeniable prettiness, Soell has not, for my tastes,

surpassed prettiness.- wiredweird

Mr sole is an amazing photographer and WOW WHAT A MODEL.
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